Palettizing System

The automatic palletizer is a high-performance machine that can palletize up to 10 rolls/minute of bituminous membrane. With this palletizer, it’s possible to define the composition of the pallet thanks to the PLC according to the type of product to be palletized. Various types of pallets can be used.

The layout of the palletizer can be adjusted to the client’s needs.

This equipment has a special patent for roll transportation to prevent roundness of the rolls.

Optional:
- Second-third choice rejection system
- Label print system automatic or semi-automatic
- Automatic stripping machine
- Automatic pallet dispenser
- Shuttle delivery pallet

[Diagram of the Palettizing System with labeled components: Winder, Stripping equipment, Automatic Pallet loader, Vertical positioning system, Weighing system, reject mechanism, roll transfert rollers, Roll Transfert belt, Pallet shuttle, Complete Pallet trasportation belt]